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Fig. 1. From left to right: manually annotated image, mask generated by the model and blending mask over the image with area estimation.

This research is an approach to how deep learning networks can be used as a
framework to detect different small objects in a satellite image with high pre-
cision and estimate the construction area of the segmented buildings. This
solution is applied to a problem in the region of Cyprus where the critical
concern is the regulation of urban infrastructures and settlements. However,
estimating the building area can be a real challenge if such a building has
an unusual shape or is too close to another one. The U-Net architecture
has been developed for image segmentation and small object recognition,
obtaining fast and precise results. Here, we show the improvement in com-
bining this convolutional network for house detection and segmentation
with manual annotation. The results indicate that the proposed method can
make an improvement in segmentation accuracy by about 10% following an
annotation methodology. Furthermore, the mean intersection over union
(IoU) score of about 91% validates the promising performance of this model.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Deep learning, U-Net framework, seg-
mentation model, satellite imagery, convolutional neural network.

1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past decades, people have encountered problems declaring
with detail and measuring the exact dimensions of their properties.
These issues commonly happen due to inconsistencies when regis-
tering the boundaries of the building. This issue is still not solved
in many countries since it is time-consuming. The cost is higher
for the municipality or government lacking the capability and local
expertise to develop such a sophisticated land registration system
[14]. The lack of sufficient sources of self-supporting money for
local governments may have adverse effects on their ability to func-
tion financially as well as on how responsive and accountable they
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can be to the community [3]. They try to send proper engineers to
measure and control the boundaries of the land of such properties,
which in most cases, cannot be easily accessed due to geography.

As a consequence of these problems, several issues can be derived
and divided into social and environmental problems. Regarding so-
ciety and how the impact would be within a community, the tax
distribution from the government can be affected as this creates
significant inequalities. Land taxes have long been recognized as a
source of independent income for municipal governments [3]. Social
infrastructures benefit from taxes, and if there is a low income, the
maintenance of places such as parks or roads cannot be covered.
Similarly, this problem impacts governance, incentives for efficient
land use, and the types and quantities of public services offered [3].
On the other hand, environmental issues are addressed to po-

tential disasters and hazards such as the spread of a wildfire in a
rural zone. The government could not control and prevent these
tragedies due to insufficient and inaccurate information. If property
rights are created in a way that promotes the wise use of natural
resources, external environmental consequences can frequently be
internalized [3]. An automated application can help address these
environmental and social concerns. The solution presented in this
paper relates to analysing imagery from a high-precision satellite
and automatically segmenting all buildings.

A convolutional neural network is one of the most significant ad-
vancements in the deep learning field related to computer vision [2].
Such a network takes images as input and then assigns learnable
values and weight for each pixel to differentiate one from the oth-
ers. Semantic segmentation within images is one main application
of these networks. The model can be built using a fully convolu-
tional network for pixel-by-pixel estimation [16] or also adding
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deconvolution in an encoder-decoder architecture [5]. Methods pro-
posed by [16] using a fully convolutional network have registered
remarkable outcomes for classifying five different items within the
same image. The efficiency and accuracy of detecting small objects
(buildings, cars, roads, vegetation, lower trees) were greater than
four-fifths overall. Another approach using a Dense U-Net frame-
work by the International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote
Sensing (ISPRS) achieved excellent results with U-Net. This design
was emphasised since it showed that this architecture is appropriate
for recognising tiny objects and semantic segmentation [6].

This paper will attempt to describe to what extent the deep learn-
ing model can detect houses from satellite imagery and return an
estimate of the building area with high efficiency and accuracy.

1.1 Research question
Main question: Can the area of buildings be estimated with high pre-
cision given satellite imagery from Cyprus by accurately detecting
houses and other constructions?
Research has been performed on deep learning models, which

focus on estimating the height of buildings depending on the shadow
captured from different angles by satellite imagery [6]. However,
there is a minimal study on how to delimit a building’s contour and
then estimate its area.

Hence, these sub-questions will help answering the previous main
research question:

(1) Can the accuracy of detecting houses and other establish-
ments be improved by annotating the dataset in more detail?

(2) How will segmentation models add precision for detecting a
building with an unconventional shape or when a house is
overlapping?

(3) Is it possible to determine a building area from the mask
generated by the model with high confidence?

Most of the buildings in Cyprus have different and unconventional
structures. The shape and the neighbourhood arrangements make
people build their houses in the best condition possible, taking
advantage of every inch. In this scenario, segmenting all structures
is challenging if the manual annotation does not adequately delimit
their contour with preciseness. Most houses are not detached, which
may be a problem differentiating a single one over the rest. Thus, the
accuracy and efficiency of themodel may be improved by annotating
the train set of images with great detail. A generated mask of the
image snapshot will highlight all detected buildings and set the
remaining pixels to black as they are not of relevance. The area
can be obtained by the contour of each structure. Hence, the more
detailed the manual annotation is, the better the model classifies
the crucial pixels that make the contour of the buildings.

2 RELATED WORK
Table 1 In deep learning, the research proposed by [4] puts some ma-
chine learning methods into practice and evaluates their capability
and power in landslide detection. They reported that convolutional
neural networks do not perform better than other machine learning
algorithms like ANN, SVM, and RF. Yet, the best results were ob-
tained by CNN with an input of 16-pixel window size, which is the
most efficient in classifying complex object patterns. Tompson et al.

[13] employed convolutional training to develop an end-to-end part
detector and spatial model for posture estimation with good results
by combining FCN and a Markov Random Field. In [1, 2, 16, 18],
methods for semantic segmentation show substantial results in do-
ing semantic tasks within an image. Dechesne et al. [2] show how
semantic segmentation based on Monte Carlo Dropout is measured
by its uncertainty so that the model may discard uncertain pixels.

However, this method was applied to buildings where the model
can accurately forecast their position with high confidence but
not their exact shape. The successful network architecture in [18]
combines a convolutional network with up-sampling operators. The
model propagates context information to higher resolution layers
from the contraction path to the expansion path, which concatenates
the corresponding map from the previous path. The trained model in
[9] can be taught with a minimum set of images compared to other
approaches with the same objective and yet obtain an impressive
performance in segmenting biomedical images. On the other hand,
the method proposed by [18] uses the modified framework U-Net++,
a network built on dense and layered skip connections. The main
difference between this technique and the standard implementation
is that before fusion, the semantic map between the encoder and
decoder feature maps is bridged.
Additionally, other approaches that use deep learning [1, 17]

with a similar objective were found so that they can be used as a
reference for this research. The framework used in [17] has notable
performance in semantic segmentation and mapping of the built-
up areas in selected regions of Zhengzhou. By combining spatial
pyramids through pooling, the model based on Deeplabv3+ showed
high accuracy of over 90% on five types of satellite data. In [1], they
use a pre-trained network, VGG-16 [10], to predict path loss and
then determine the coverage of a wireless communication system
in specific areas by analysing satellite imagery.

3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
For this research, the graphic card NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti
was used for training the model. We used the Python library Seg-
mentation Models 1 for neural networks intended for image segmen-
tation. This library is based on Keras and TensorFlow allowing us
to use the U-Net architecture and the ResNet backbone. The U-Net
architecture was chosen due to the fact that it was designed for
semantic segmentation of optical images so that the model can slice
different-sized buildings inside the same snapshot [8].

3.1 Model
This paper proposes an pre-trained encoder-decoder convolutional
neural network based on the U-Net standard architecture [9]. Im-
plementing the same overlap-tile approach enables the smooth seg-
mentation of huge random images. The missing context can be
superposed by mirroring the input pictures to predict pixels in their
contour. The method in [9] enables the analysis of large images
without limiting their resolution due to the restricted GPU RAM. In
this way, the satellite images provided for this research were nor-
malised with this tiling strategy before the training and evaluation
process.

1https://github.com/qubvel/segmentationmodels
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Fig. 2. U-Net architecture of the model used within this research.

This model takes tile images with a width and height of 256
pixels, respectively. The setup of this network contains three image
channels since satellite snapshots are in RGB format. Figure 3 shows
the architecture of the CNN used in this research and the path
satellite images go through in the training process. In this model, the
expanding path (right side) and the contracting path (left side) both
employ kernels to extract context information. On the contracting
side, each layer starts to read and store pixels by applying two
convolutions using a kernel of 3×3 and the same padding [9]. Padded
convolutions allow re-scaling input images after disarranging into
smaller pieces so that the input and output pictures have identical
dimensions after each convolution. In addition, a Rectified Linear
Unit follows each layer, and for down-sampling, the network applies
max-pooling operations with a pool size of 2×2 [9].
Skip connections are utilised in the U-Net framework to speed

up the training process and get the prior data from the respective
encoding layers [13]. At the bottom of Figure 3, the coding layer does
not require the max-pooling feature since it serves as an informative
representation layer that is compressed. In the decoding phase,
transpose convolution is necessary for up-sampling, followed by
concatenating the feature map extracted from the encoding layer
[9]. The network applies another two convolutions with the same
parameters and the 3×3 kernel proposed for the encoding layer.
Finally, each vector with a 128-component feature is mapped to
the desired number of classes in the last layer in [9] using a 1
×1𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.

3.2 Backbone
The pre-trained model on the backbone resnet50 was used in this
research since training from scratch is time-consuming and requires
sophisticated hardware for preparing themodel. Pre-weightedweights
are included in this backbone for faster and better convergence. It
has residual networks of 50 layers. By enabling gradients to flow
through this additional short-cut path, ResNet lessens the issue of
vanishing gradients [12]. The research in [12] tests the performance
of VGG16, ResNet50 and SE-ResNet50. The highest precision and
recall are achieved by ResNet50, which also prepares the model in
lower epochs.

4 ANNOTATION AND TRAINING
The data set for training and evaluating the model generated with
a CNN were provided from the Pleiades satellite by the European
Space Agency. The resolution of the high spatial-resolution satellite
imagery is 0.5m, where the dimensions of each pixel are 0.5×0.5𝑚2.
Snapshots from dense cities and small villages are remarkable large
for using them to train the model. As mentioned before, for minimiz-
ing overhead and making the most of the GPU memory, 256×256×3
are the corresponding dimensions for all tile pictures.

A dataset of 266 cropped images was manually annotated using a
tool for labelling photos. Label-Studio is an open-source tool for la-
belling data types such as text, images, audio and time series. Figure
3 exhibits the environment for manually segmenting houses for this
project. Each building has to be labelled for semantic segmentation
by shaping its contour. In this way, the predictions of pixels from
the border region could be as precise as possible. Although seven
labels were proposed to detect small objects (agriculture, coastal,
forest, pasture, road, urban, water), only the label for houses and
buildings was used throughout the annotation process.

Fig. 3. U-Net architecture of the model used within this research.

For the first training, one hundred images were chosen as the
first set of annotations from the region of Nicosia, Cyprus. The goal
was to label houses separately (as much as possible) and include
all the most minor establishments. Nevertheless, the resolution of
some pictures made the separate labelling difficult. Most houses
have one or more little backyard cabins or structures that cannot
be differentiated effortlessly from other similar buildings. Conse-
quently, a considerable amount of tiny structures were merged into
one whole facility. The chosen pictures for the second set of anno-
tations have houses next to each other and buildings with unusual
shapes. These images help boost the model performance, giving the
ability to detect and segment that kind of establishment. The final
methodology for building labelling was to increment the number of
train data and correct the previous annotation. Output images with
model-generated annotations showed inconsistency. A technique
based on active learning was used during this phase to choose im-
ages with masks labelled with low confidence based on previous
knowledge. Therefore, those images were encountered within the
entire dataset and manually annotated to increment the accuracy
and improve the model.
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5 RESULTS
5.0.1 Unmethodical annotations . The first training aimed to evalu-
ate the model’s performance in identifying and segmenting houses
and other facilities. Manually labelled snapshots from the region
of Nicosia in Cyprus were the training dataset for the CNN model
using U-Net as the backbone. After training, the model generated
masks for more than five thousand photographs from the same
region.

Fig. 4. Image 6144_2560 with its model-generated mask.

Results from the initial version have been encouraging. Having
tested the remaining twenty per cent of the dataset, the model
reported more than 86% accuracy. Nevertheless, some masks gener-
ated by this prototype were not correctly identified and segmented.
Figure 4 shows a picture from the dataset that was model-generated.
It can be noticed that most houses have some noise in their mask.
In addition, Figure 5 displays recognised white covers of homes on
the right side that are not even there.

Fig. 5. Image 17664_256 with its model−generated mask.

5.1 Targeted annotations
The main objective for the second set of annotations was to im-
prove the accuracy in detecting the different types of buildings with
unusual construction. The methodology was to analyse arbitrary
photographs from the previous result that contain such houses and
manually annotate as precise as possible. Figure 6 shows the im-
provements in this procedure. The segmentation of each building
was more detailed and with no significant errors because ground
truth information about that specific picture now exists. This figure
shows almost square shapes in most houses and buildings.

Fig. 6. Image 6144_2560 with its model-generated mask.

The updated model version displayed an improved mask for Fig-
ure 7. In this picture, more detailed houses can be appreciated. The
model has segmented all its buildings with high confidence. Despite
the fact that there is no significant noise in every mask, it still cannot
segment the precise shape of the building. Besides, the incorrect-
masked structure that the model segmented in the previous version
remains, but with a more detailed contour.

Fig. 7. Image 17664_256 with its model-generated mask.

5.2 Boosting performance
After examining the results from the second training, the model
needed another round of annotations. Around one hundred pictures
were chosen with caution and segmented in great detail. In addition,
previous manually annotated snapshots were modified according
to a new comparison between the actual image and the resulting
image with masks generated by the model. Figure 8 displays two
images with masks in three colours. Black colour pixels denote no
detected building, and white colour pixels for building segmented
with assurance. These two colours are the same as previous results.
Red colour pixels indicate structures detected with less confidence.

Fig. 8. Image 1792_2048 and 94725632.
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The confidence-based learning methodology attempts to deter-
mine the correctness and confidence of the model’s knowledge. The
model uses previous annotations and generated masks to guess pix-
els and label them as a building, but with low confidence. This tech-
nique selected the complex (error-prone) images with red-marked
pixels for further annotation. The labelling methodology for this fi-
nal phase aimed to include red pixels that should form a shape. This
new red form should be included in the white mask by manually
modifying the previous labels or creating new ones if the picture
does not have any. As previous results, the model-generated mask
from all inputs of the dataset was significantly improved due to its
revised annotation. Figure 9 displays two pictures of the same snap-
shot containing facilities with distinctive construction. At the top
of the photograph, the significant infrastructure is not segmented
accurately. The model was boosted with some building annotation
with the same features as this one.

Fig. 9. Image 1792_4608 with its model-generated mask.

5.3 Area estimation
Given the encouraging results of the segmentation model, the area
estimation of all detected buildings was no problem. The method-
ology proposed in this research describes using the white mask
contour from all houses. Figure 10 displays three images with a box
denoting the border of the structure. In addition, the area estimation
of all places is shown next to the frame.

Fig. 10. Image 9472_256 and 28161536 marking borders and areas.

The border of the segmented house is used to calculate the area
of the building. For doing this, the following consideration must be
considered before reporting the result. The output area should be
scaled according to the dimensions of each pixel, 0.5×0.5𝑚2. Figure
11 denotes a photograph displaying each house’s border and the
construction area’s estimation.

Fig. 11. Image 2560_768 superposed with borders and areas.

5.4 Evaluation
The model’s performance was measured using Intersection over
Union, the standard metric for segmenting pictures. The IoU mea-
sure, defined as the intersection size divided by the union of the two
areas, determines how closely an item in an image matches up with
the predicted region and the ground-truth region [7]. The model
implemented in this approach uses SoftMax as a loss operation to
address the image segmentation problem. This function seeks to
maximize overall accuracy. For instance, if the model incorrectly
labelled pixels as background and not the object, the IoU metric can
penalize the model and give a low score. Compared to pixel-wise
accuracy, IoU is a considerably better indicator of success in segmen-
tation assignments, especially when the input data is significantly
and thinly distributed [15].

Table 1 describes the average scores evaluating the model’s perfor-
mance and accuracy during this project. The three model versions
were merged into a final version. As discussed in previous subsec-
tions, version-1 and version-2 are the ones that used 80 and 147
annotated images, respectively. The precision for making white
pixels from the first version is 72.25%. Version-3 contains the data
from the last two adding confidence-based techniques and denotes
an accuracy for both classes (black and white pixels) are 98.26% and
92.16%, respectively. The final results indicate an improvement in
the white class over the initial version. In addition, Appendix A.1
and A.2 includes the function graphs of IoU corresponding to these
two models’ performance.

Table 1. Model’s average score in IoU and accuracy.

Metric / Model First version Final version
Mean pixel−wise accuracy 85.21 95.21

Mean IoU 78.67 91.55

Results from similar methods intended for semantic segmentation
within images are compared to the model used in this project. These
researches use a pre-trained U-Net model with different backbones
to detect dense buildings and other small objects such as forests,
farms, and wastelands. Table 2 lists their performance regarding the
metric IoU. Method [11] proposes a U-Net model with five categories
for labelling buildings in the centre of China. The Bayesian U-Net
model presented in the method [2] used aMonteCarlo dropout to im-
prove the accuracy and obtain high-quality scores on four datasets2.
The research in [16] obtained in validation a high mean IoU score

2Vaihingen, Toulouse, Massachussets and INRIA datasets
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given the resolution of 1 meter implementing a residual multi-scale
model with the dataset of the Dachangshan island, China. However,
Table 2 only shows the models’ performance using different datasets
for training and testing. Therefore, their mIoU cannot be compared
in great detail with our implementation since this model was only
tested with Nicosia’s dataset due to the brief research period.

Table 2. Comparison of the results of the independent tests.

Model mIoU Dataset Resolution
U-Net 5 categories [11] 72.00 Centre of China 0.8m
Bayesian U-Net [2] 72.59 Four datasets 0.6m
Residual multi-scale
network [16]

91.00 Dachangshan 1m

Our model 91.55 Nicosia 0.5m

6 DISCUSSION
The following conclusion can be drawn from these results. First
of all, convolutional neural networks seem to perform the best for
image segmentation. This performance is possible because of the
method’s proposed architecture for biomedical image segmentation
[9]. As stated in the previous subsection, the model can segment
buildings with high confidence. The result from the final training
phase reported accuracy in detecting houses and other types of in-
frastructures equal to 94%. Before annotating the first set of images,
the model reported an average of 78% using the metric IoU. Since
this research is about object detection and image segmentation,
the typical metric used for these approaches is IoU. Therefore, the
first sub-question is answered positively since the segmentation
model uses annotation as its ground truth. This model improved
the generated annotation after the second and third rounds of an-
notations. It succeeded because it implemented targeted annotating
and boosted its performance by adding more pixels to the previous
manual annotations.
For the second sub-question, it was determined that selecting

images that only contain buildings with unusual shapes. Massive
infrastructures or houses that are in a row next to each other were
of relevance. The model improved its performance by avoiding
structures similar to those annotated before and taking buildings
with these characteristics. It can detect these buildings and generate
a mask almost identical to the one provided in the input. Figure 12
shows three images. The left one is the actual image, the picture
in the middle corresponds to the given annotation, and the one in
the right denotes the mask image generated by the model. Both
mask images are almost identical, which outlines and answers the
second sub-question about how this model will add precision for
detecting a building with an unconventional shape or when a house
is overlapping. Appendix B.1 illustrates more similar images.

Fig. 12. Comparison between their actual and generated mask.

Nevertheless, there are structureswithmodern architecturewhere
the model’s execution cannot segment themwith high precision. Ap-
pendix B.2 lists four snapshots in which the model did not perform
accurately, each including irregular and inaccurate white masks. Ar-
chitectural shapes vary due to local cultures, climates, terrains, and
even politics or economics, making it difficult to extract such build-
ings accurately [11]. Dividing the buildings into different categories
and labelling them can improve accuracy. The method proposed
in [11] states having four or five classes boosts the precision and
increases the IoU. These types include dense and messy buildings,
small constructions with a fuzzy boundary, neatly organized houses
and extensive facilities with a clear border.
Based on these results, the last sub-question argues about the

buildings’ area estimation accuracy. Blending images with the actual
image are displayed in Figure 13. The area calculated depends on
how precise the model-generated mask is. Although, after removing
the covers’ inside, the model generated noise around the edge. An-
other problem where the model does not perform with precision is
shown in Figure 13. This issue arises when two or more segmented
white boxes collide or overlap. The model removed the inner part of
the boxes with this attribute and merged them. Consequently, the
estimated areas do not correspond to the expected calculation since
now it reports only one estimation for a combined construction
surface. This problem can be seen at the top of Figure 13.

Fig. 13. Image 8448_768 with its estimated area.

After discussing all sub-questions, buildings within satellite im-
agery can be detected with high precision by a CNN. This approach
can be made by annotating structures in more detail, specifically
those with unconventional shapes. Besides, homes with overlapping
are relevant since annotating them can boost the neural network’s
performance. Finally, the area estimation will depend on the ac-
curacy of the segmentation model. Hence the accuracy will be as
high as the model. These results outline the central question in this
project.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper discusses the automated detection of buildings, powered
by a convolutional neural network. The U-Net architecture achieves
excellent execution in segmenting small objects in the region of
Nicosia in Cyprus. Because of the methodology in the annotation
process and the label correction, the model improved and outper-
formed its previous versions.

The results for building detection and area estimation are promising.
Nevertheless, this segmentation model can be boosted by combining
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it with other techniques to reduce incorrect labelling for unconven-
tional structures and implement a method for area overlapping. As
for the dataset, it would be worth observing how themodel performs
in other regions of Cyprus with different data distributions.
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A FUNCTION GRAPHS

A.1 First Version

Fig. 14. Training and validation loss graph.

Fig. 15. Intersection over Union graph.

A.2 Final version (version-3)

Fig. 16. Training and validation loss graph.

Fig. 17. Intersection over Union graph.
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B SEGMENTED PICTURES

B.1 Images with high precision

Fig. 18. Image 4608_3328 with a model-generated mask

Fig. 19. Image 7680_4096 with a model-generated mask

Fig. 20. Image 14848_0 with a model-generated mask

Fig. 21. Image 25344_7168 with a model-generated mask

B.2 Images with low precision

Fig. 22. Image 18944_4096 with a model-generated mask

Fig. 23. Image 16384_1536 with a model-generated mask

Fig. 24. Image 11264_7680 with a model-generated mask

Fig. 25. Image 4352_4608 with a model-generated mask
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